The exponential increase in the submission of nucleotide sequences to the nucleotide sequence database by genome sequencing centres has resulted in a need for rapid, automatic methods for classification of the resulting protein sequences. There are several signature and sequence cluster-based methods for protein classification, each resource having distinct areas of optimum application owing to the differences in the underlying analysis methods.
INTRODUCTION
In June 2000 the first draft of the human genome sequence was announced, and was accompanied by promises of significant advances in medical science. However, these promises cannot be met simply with the flood of raw data from the genome sequencing projects, the data need to be converted into useful biological information. To live up to the promises the first obstacle is in classifying the genes and assigning a function to their products. 1 With the scale of the influx of raw sequence data from genome sequencing projects, manual annotation of all gene products is no longer possible, and therefore there is a need for reliable automatic methods for protein sequence analysis and classification. Traditional methods of annotation involve searching the query sequence against an existing protein database. Such methods are often confounded by the presence of lowcomplexity sequence or repetitive elements as well as local regions of sequence similarity around genetically mobile domains. In addition, sequences may be evolutionarily related, although their sequence divergence may be to such an extent that they are not picked up in a sequence similarity search.
With the increase in population of protein sequence databases the number of related sequences increases, so when a search is performed, it identifies a large set of highly related sequences and the less related sequence hits may be lost. The occurrence of multi-domain proteins also increases the complexity of sequence searches since some domains may be present in many different combinations in a protein sequence. It is for these reasons that protein signature databases evolved and have become increasingly useful tools for protein sequence analysis and identifying domains or classifying proteins into families. In this paper we use the word 'signature' to describe diagnostic entities for a domain, family, etc., which may be produced by several different methods.
Protein signature methods
The most useful tools use various methods for identifying motifs or domains found in previously characterised protein families. The basic information about a protein comes from the sequence. From one sequence it is difficult to infer any information about the protein; however, as the number of related sequences increases, so an alignment can be built to create a consensus for protein families, or identify conserved domains or highly conserved residues which may be important for function, eg an active site. These conserved areas of a protein family, domain or functional site can be used to recreate identifiable features using several different methods. These include building up regular expressions to show patterns of conserved amino acid residues; producing profiles from sequence alignments; and hidden Markov models (HMMs), which are profiles with a more complex probabilistic scoring mechanism. A profile is built from a sequence alignment, and is a table of position-specific amino acid weights and gap costs, in other words matrices describing the probability of finding an amino acid at a given position in the sequence. 2 The numbers in the table (scores) are used to calculate similarity scores between a profile and a sequence for a given alignment. For each set of sequences a threshold score is calculated so that only sequences scoring above this threshold are considered to be related to the original set of sequences in the alignment.
Each method has its own advantages. For example, patterns are relatively simple to build, and are very useful for small regions of conserved amino acids such as active sites or binding sites, but fail to provide information about the rest of the sequence. Because of the constraints on which amino acids may be found in a given area of the sequence, patterns fail to pick up related sequences with a small divergence in that particular area. Profiles and HMMs compensate for these downfalls in that they generally cover larger areas of the sequence, and since all amino acids have a chance of occurring at a given position, albeit with a lower probability or score, more divergent family members may still be included in the hit-list (hit-list in this paper refers to the list of proteins that match or contain a particular pattern or profile above the required score).
Protein signature databases
There are a number of well-known pattern databases in the public domain which use the methods described above to produce diagnostic signatures for protein families, domains, repeats, active sites, binding sites and post-translational modifications. These include PROSITE regular expressions and profiles, 3 PRINTS fingerprints (groups of aligned, unweighted motifs), 4 Pfam, 5 SMART 6 and TIGRFAMs HMMs, 7 and Blocks aligned, weighted motifs or blocks. 8 There are also several databases that identify protein families or domains using sequence clustering and alignment methods, for example ProDom. 9 A list of the major protein signature databases is shown in Table 1 with their URLs.
While all of the protein signature databases share a common interest in protein sequence classification, they have each evolved to address different sequence analysis problems, resulting in rather different and, for the most part, independent databases. In terms of family coverage, the pattern databases are similar in size but differ in content. The different areas of optimum application for each resource is due to the different strengths and weaknesses of their underlying analysis methods, as well as differences in their focus. For example, regular expressions are likely to be unreliable in the identification of members of highly divergent superfamilies (where profiles and HMMs excel); fingerprints also have a weakness in highly divergent families where there is insufficient ungapped sequence in the multiple sequence alignment from which to derive the motifs; profiles may perform relatively poorly in the diagnosis of very short motifs (where regular expressions do well); and profiles and HMMs are less likely to give specific subfamily diagnoses (where fingerprints excel). Sequence cluster databases, for example ProDom, are also commonly used in sequence analysis, for example to facilitate domain identification. Unlike the signature databases, the clustered data are derived automatically from the protein sequence databases using different clustering algorithms. This allows ProDom to be comprehensive, but since they do not depend on manual crafting and validation of family discriminators, the biological relevance of clusters can be ambiguous.
To facilitate the coverage of the protein signature databases and accuracy of the signatures themselves in protein sequence classification, an integrated documentation resource that combines them into a single coherent database was created. The process of integration is nontrivial, given the disparity in database formats, search algorithms and the output that each database generates. The result is that InterPro, 10 an integrated documentation resource for protein There are cases where a signature(s) matches a set of proteins that is a subset of a larger group of proteins matched by a different, but overlapping, signature(s). In this case the signatures are assigned unique InterPro accession numbers, which are then related to each other. There are two types of relationships in InterPro: the parent/child and the contains/found in relationship. In parent/child relationships child signatures should match subsets within the parental set of matches. The requirement for signature specificity is paramount both between different families as well as children within the same family (siblings). An example of such a relationship is the tubulin family, which is described in InterPro entry IPR000217 with matches to all types of tubulins. Children of this family include the more specific alpha (IPR002452), beta (IPR002453), gamma (IPR002454), delta (IPR002967), epsilon (IPR004057) and zeta (IPR004058) tubulins. Proteins matching the children entries also have matches to the parent tubulin entry (IPR000217).
The second relationship between InterPro entries is the contains/found in relationship. This is used to indicate domain composition. Some domains can be found in more than one type of protein or family of proteins, but is not a subtype in the family sense. The domain is a separate, mobile entity, which can be found in proteins with different domain organisations. An example is the C2 domain (IPR000008), which is found in several different protein families, including phosphoinositide-specific phospholipase C (IPR001192) and synaptotagmin (IPR001565). Figure 1 . All entries contain annotation and a list of the proteins matching the entry.
INTERPRO CONTENT

Protein matches
Probably the most important part of an InterPro entry is the protein match information. Each InterPro entry contains a list of precomputed matches to SWISS-PROT and TrEMBL. 12 The original match lists are provided by the member databases with updates for new or changed protein sequences calculated at the EBI. An exception here concerns PROSITE pattern hits against TrEMBL, which undergo a different procedurethese are not provided by PROSITE and must therefore be derived by the TrEMBL group. All TrEMBL entries are scanned for PROSITE patterns. If a match is found, its significance is checked by means of a set of secondary patterns computed with the eMotif algorithm. 13 For each family in PROSITE, the true members are aligned and fed into eMotif, which calculates a near-optimal set of regular expressions, based on statistical rather than biological evidence. A stringency of 10 -9 is used, so that each eMotif pattern is expected to produce a random or false positive hit in 10 -9 matches. All pattern hits confirmed by eMotif are considered true; all others are flagged as unknown.
Protein matches are calculated using the InterProScan 14 software package described below. The match lists may be viewed in a tabular form, which lists the protein accession numbers and the positions in the amino acid sequence where each signature from that InterPro entry hits. The match list can also be viewed graphically, in which the sequence is split into several lines, one for each hit by a unique signature. This view includes the hits by all signatures from the 
of visualising matches to more than one InterPro entry. From this view, all proteins sharing a common domain architecture can be grouped, and the sequences aligned using Jalview 15 or DisplayFam. 16 
Annotation
Each InterPro entry has a unique accession number (which takes the form IPRxxxxxx, where x is a digit), short name and description (name). There is an abstract describing the entry (family, domain, repeat or PTM), derived from merged annotation from the member databases. Literature references used to create the abstract are stored in a reference field in each entry. Some additional uncited references may be present in this field for extra reading, including online cross-references to the Oxford University Press Protein Profiles project. 17 The links point to the information pages, from which there are links to the protein sequence alignments. A list of examples of representative sequences matching the signatures in an entry is provided with a link to the InterPro graphical view of these proteins. Where relationships exist between InterPro entries these are displayed in a 'parent', 'child', 'contains' or 'found in' field. Parent/child relationships can be displayed through a link to a hierarchy tree.
Additional annotation is available for some entries in the form of mappings to Gene Ontology (GO) terms. 18 The GO project is an effort to provide a universal ontology for describing gene products across all species. The project provides sets of terms in a directed acyclic graph under the three ontologies: molecular function, biological process and cellular component. InterPro entries provide comprehensive annotation describing a set of related proteins, some of which may have identical molecular functions, be involved in the same processes, and perform their function in the same cellular locations. Therefore InterPro entries were mapped to GO terms to provide an automatic means of assigning GO terms to the corresponding proteins.
The assignment of GO terms to InterPro entries was done by manual inspection of the abstract of the entries and annotation of proteins in the match lists, and mapping of the appropriate GO terms of any level which apply to the whole protein, not necessarily only the domain described. The associated GO terms should also apply to all proteins with true hits to all signatures in the InterPro entry.
Since GO terms were not and never will be developed to describe domains or sites, it is not possible to map InterPro domains to GO terms directly, but one can use the domain hits in InterPro to group related proteins. The aim of mapping of InterPro entries to GO terms is to provide an efficient automatic means of large-scale GO characterisation of proteins, not of the domains or families themselves. Therefore, while an InterPro domain may not infer a particular function on a protein, that protein may have that function from another domain it contains and therefore has the potential to be mapped to a GO term describing the function. However, mapping of individual domain entries to GO terms does provide a means of assigning multiple GO terms to multifunctional proteins. For each associated term the name of the term and GO accession number is given, and these are visible in InterPro entries, with links to the EBI Domain organisation
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Mapping to Gene Ontology browser. 19 In this way, all proteins belonging to InterPro entries mapped to GO terms can be automatically mapped to these GO terms.
Database cross-references
In addition to cross-referencing the member database signatures and GO terms, there is a separate field in InterPro entries, 'Database Links', to provide crossreferences to other databases. Included in this field are cross-references to corresponding Blocks accession numbers; PROSITE documentation; and the Enzyme Commission (EC) Database where the EC number(s) for proteins matching the entry are common. Where applicable, there may also be links to specialised websites for example the Carbohydrate-Active EnZymes (CAZy) site, which describes families of related catalytic and carbohydrate-binding modules of enzymes that act on glycosidic bonds.
InterProScan -sequence search tool
The sequence search package InterProScan 14 combines the search methods from each of the databases into a single package and provides an output with all results in a single format, which may be HTML, text or XML (extensible mark-up language). The sequence-based search uses tools provided by the member databases, including ScanRegExp for PROSITE patterns, pfscan for PROSITE profiles, 3 hmmpfam for Pfam, 5 SMART and TIGRFAMs HMMs, fingerPRINTScan for PRINTS fingerprints 20 and BlastProDom for ProDom patterns. 9 InterProScan is more than a simple wrapping of sequence analysis applications since it requires performing considerable data look-ups from some databases and program outputs. The threshold scores for profiles or HMMs are provided by the member databases and are considered to be trustworthy for displaying only true hits. Some post-processing of data is linked to the software package; for example, the Pfam, SMART and TIGRFAMs outputs are filtered through family-specific thresholds for increased accuracy of the results.
The results from a sequence search through InterProScan display matches to the parent databases and the corresponding InterPro entries, providing the positions of the signatures within the sequence, and a graphical view of the matches as illustrated in Figure 2 . Detailed results of matches to the individual database search methods are provided via hyperlinks to each of the parent databases. For all methods except Prosite patterns the results displayed are considered to be true since they have been generated using the hand-curated thresholds of the member databases and post-processing of data. However, it will soon be possible to view the scores of the results so that users can determine for themselves the significance of the hit. Prosite pattern hits are usually reported as unknown (?), but can then be verified as true or false positive by the user. In InterPro there are some protein matches that have been changed to false positive hits by curators; however, not including Prosite patterns, there are only 4,768 false positive out of 2.5 million true hits. A mail server is available for sequence searches. 21 Documentation on using the mail server can be obtained by emailing the address with the word 'help' in the body of the text. In this way, independent researchers may submit their sequences using a Web interface and obtain results of hits in InterPro in both a graphical and tabular view. Groups requiring confidentiality or bulk sequence searches may download a Perl stand-alone InterProScan package that can be run locally. This version also has the option to run the TMHMM (transmembrane prediction) 22 and SignalP (signal peptide prediction) 23 software as plug-ins. It supports all this software but the packages are not free and so are not distributed. It is also possible to link to GO terms which the package retrieves from a file of InterPro to GO mappings.
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Database access and format
The InterPro database is implemented in an Oracle relational database, and is accessible for interactive use via the EBI web server, 11 which can also be reached via each of the member databases. All data in InterPro is freely accessible and distributable with the InterPro Copyright agreement. The Web interface allows a simple text-based search accessing the database directly, and text-and and sequence-based searches using SRS. 24 The InterPro entries are also released in two XML flatfiles, one containing the core InterPro entries, and the other containing the protein matches. The files come together with a corresponding DTD (document type definition) file, to allow users to keep local InterPro copies on their machines. The InterPro data in SRS is based on these XML files. The InterPro flatfiles may be retrieved from the EBI anonymous-ftp server. 
DISCUSSION
The InterPro project has succeeded in capitalising on the strengths of the member databases to produce an integrated resource with benefits not only for individual researchers or genome projects, but also for the member databases themselves. Integration into InterPro reduces duplication of effort in the labour-intensive process of annotation; serves as a quality control mechanism for assessing individual methods; and also highlights the areas where all the member databases are lacking in representation. This is supplemented by the increasing availability of complete genome sequences, which identifies uncharacterised protein families that may be expressed in a single organism or comprise orthologues in a number of different species. Another major use of InterPro is in identifying those families and domains for which the existing discriminators are not optimal and could hence be usefully supplemented with an alternative pattern (eg where a regular expression identifies large numbers of false matches it could be useful to develop an HMM, or where a Pfam entry covers a vast superfamily it could be beneficial to develop discrete family fingerprints, and so on). The resource acts as a convenient means of deriving a consensus among signature methods particularly when one domain or family is diagnosed by signatures from many of the member databases.
A primary application of InterPro's family, domain and functional site definitions is in the computational functional classification of newly determined sequences that lack biochemical characterisation. The EBI is using InterPro for enhancing the automated annotation of TrEMBL. 26 This process is more efficient and reliable than using each of the pattern databases separately, because InterPro provides internal consistency checks and deeper coverage. One limitation is that not all InterPro entries represent signatures diagnostic of known functions. There are approximately 350 out of over 4,500 entries that describe 'proteins of unknown function', and several more that hit a set of hypothetical or uncharacterised proteins. Nevertheless, they still function in grouping related proteins, so that if the function of one of the proteins is elucidated it may shed some light on the function of the related proteins. InterPro has become a major resource for the annotation of newly sequenced genomes. The database and InterProScan software package have been used for: the comparative genome analysis of Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 27 comparative analysis of malaria genomes, 28 the study of fish genomes, 29 initial annotation of the human genome 30 and analysis of the mouse cDNAs 31 and the rice (Oryza sativa) genome, 32, 33 exemplifying the utility of the resource in analysis and comparison of complete genomes.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While the initial InterPro release was created around PRINTS, PROSITE and Pfam, since then ProDom, SMART and TIGRFAMs have been included in stages. The next protein family database to be integrated into InterPro will be the Protein Information Resource (PIR) superfamily database. 34 PIR superfamilies facilitate protein family information retrieval, identification of domain and family relationships and classification of multi-domain proteins. However, the major future objectives are to broaden the scope of InterPro into the area of protein secondary and tertiary structure. Protein structure information has become vital in understanding protein function and evolutionary relationships. Integration of such information into InterPro will enhance the capability of the database in the field of protein classification and characterisation and make the database a Capitalising on strengths of member databases
Quality control mechanism
Complete genome sequences Functional classification of newly determined sequences true integrated resource for complete protein sequence and structure information. A project has been initiated to integrate the data of SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins), 35 CATH (Class, Architecture, Topology, Homology) 36 and SWISS-MODEL 3D structure homology models 37 into InterPro. The project will include the development of improved visualisation tools for better views of the integrated data. As InterPro continues to grow in size, scope and strength, so the utility of the data will be extended to more and more users from different fields of biological research.
